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Link Prediction Based on Extended Local Path Gain in Protein-Protein Interaction Network
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Abstract: Protein–protein interaction (PPI) plays key role in each cellular process of any living cell, however, almost all organisms’ PPIs are still incomplete. In this study, we
firstly proposed a computational method Extended Local Path (ELP), which estimated links’ existence likelihood by integrating all their neighbours’ local paths in the network.
In addition, on this basis, we extended it to Extended Local Path Gain (ELPG), which estimated gain effect when adding or deleting one potential link to the network. Applying
both ELPG and ELP methods and other four recognized outstanding methods on four public PPI data of Yeast, E. coli, Fruit fly and Mouse, we demonstrated that ELPG and
ELP obtained better performance under two standard measures: area under curve (AUC) and Precision. Besides, ELP and ELPG were identified as the best features for
classifying existing and unknown links by using support vector machine-recursive feature elimination (SVM-RFE) for feature selection.
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INTRODUCTION

Link prediction has increasingly become one of the
most important problems to explore associations between
nodes based on their attributes and observed links. Protein
as the functional product of gene executes relevant
biological function in a cell [1]. However, most cellular
processes and biochemical events are ultimately achieved
by interactions between proteins rather than single protein
itself [2], and one certain protein would perform different
functions through interaction with different proteins.
Therefore, reliable identification of proteins interaction can
contribute to drug design, disease diagnosis and medical
treatments [3]. PPI data are organized into networks named
PPI network, one of the most widely studied networks
currently, in which nodes represent proteins and links
between the nodes represent physical interactions between
proteins.
Over the years, numerous PPIs have been identified in
a variety of organisms using high-throughput techniques
such as the yeast two-hybrid technique [4]. Other biology
methods such as affinity chromatography, co-purification,
co-immuno precipitation, and cross-linking are common to
identify or predict PPIs [5]. Among all the organisms,
Saccharomyces cerevisiae PPI has become the most widely
studied in the past years [6], and as of now, a number of
PPI networks have been constructed [4] as well as E. coli
and C. elegans [7], which have been organized into several
online PPI databases for the public, such as DIP [8],
BioGRID [9], STRING [10] and MIPS [11]. However, for
most other organisms, PPIs data are still far from complete,
hence PPIs discovery in alternative approaches is an urgent
need. Compared with biological experiments that are both
time-consuming and laborious, computational prediction
measures are superior in many aspects, especially could
provide a candidate guideline and reduce workload if the
prediction is accurate enough.
Some computational methods integrating biology data
and mathematics models have been developed to predict
PPIs. Aloy et al. [12] predicted PPI through proteins’
tertiary structure, and McDowall et al. [13] predicted
human PPI by combining information of biology
expression, ortholog, domain co-occurrence, posttranslational modifications and sub-cellular location.
Gomez et al. [14] developed probabilistic models and Bock
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and Gough in 2001 [15] applied the support vector machine
learning method for PPI prediction. Some other link
prediction methods, which are widely used in social
networks, like similarity index, have been gradually
applied into PPI prediction [16, 17]. Compared with afore
mentioned methods, these social networks based link
prediction methods mainly focus on the topology
characters of PPI network and rarely biology information.
Similarity index is the intuitionistic, easiest, and
effective measure, and widely used in various methods.
Among those, Common Neighbors (CN) method [18]
could achieve high prediction accuracy, but it only
emphasizes the number of common neighbors and ignores
individual contributions. Adamic-Adar Index (AA) method
[19] and Resource Allocation Index (RA) method [20]
make up such a drawback, in which low-degree common
neighbors are advocated by assigning more weight to them.
Local Path Index (LP) method [21] takes consideration of
local paths, with wider horizon than CN and makes a good
tradeoff of accuracy and computational complexity.
In this paper, we firstly proposed a model named
Extended Local Path (ELP), an improved LP method by
adding the information of their neighbors’ closeness for the
target protein pairs in PPI network. On this basis, we added
gain effect to ELP model, named ELPG. For each potential
protein pairs, it scored the difference between original
network status and the status after adding the target link.
ELPG score could validly reflect the link power to the
entire network. To assess the performance of our algorithm,
we applied it on Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Yeast) PPI
networks, Escherichia Coli (E. coli) PPI networks, Fruit fly
PPI networks and Mouse PPI networks which were
obtained from DIP database. Comparing with
aforementioned methods CN, AA, RA and LP, both ELPG
and ELP showed better performance under Precision and
AUC measures.
In addition, we treated the score of each method as a
feature and assessed their classification ability on existing
links and unknown ones in the network. It is naturally
expected that methods with good link prediction
performance could have good classification ability as well.
SVM-RFE, a feature selection method was applied, which
obtained the weight of each feature and removed the one
with the smallest weight iteratively, and finally got a
ranking feature list. Based on the ranking list, we built a
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classifier to classify exiting links and unknown ones, and it
demonstrated that ELP and ELPG could achieve better
classify performance than others.
2 MATERIALS AND METHOD
2.1 Date Source
All the PPI networks in this paper were downloaded
from DIP database (release of Jan. 1st, 2015) which collects
the report and experiment confirmed two-hybrid of protein
interactions, as well as protein complexes from PDB
(protein data bank) database. Now it is admittedly the
simple and highly reliable PPI public database. DIP
database contains two parts: DIP CORE and DIP FULL.
The DIP CORE includes interactions confirmed at least by
two high-throughput experimental methods. In this work,
we chose Yeast, E. coli, Fruit fly and Mouse to estimate the
performance of our method.
2.1.1 Yeast and E. coli
Among all the species, Yeast is the most widely
studied model organism at present and its PPI network is
admittedly relatively complete and credible. And E. coli is
another well-studied organism. After the self-interactions,
repeated interactions and isolated sub-networks are
removed, there are total 4467 interactions among 2036
proteins in Yeast core PPI network, 22060 interactions
among 4978 proteins in Yeast full PPI network, total 1113
interactions among 683 proteins in E. coli core PPI network
and 11516 interactions among 2537 proteins in E. coli full
PPI network.
2.1.2 Fruit Fly and Mouse
Further, we choose another two organisms, Fruit fly
and Mouse, after tradeoff of available data size and
complexity. Due to the core PPI network structures of Fruit
fly is too sparse and scattered, and the core PPI and full PPI
networks of Mouse are nearly identical, we just choose
their full PPI network to assess the performance of our
method. There are 1020 interactions among 690 proteins in
Fruit fly and 741 interactions among 581 proteins in Mouse.
2.2 Similarity Index Method
Considering an undirected and unweight network G<N,
L>, where N is the set of nodes and L is the set of links in
the network, multiple links between two nodes and selfconnections are removed. For a node x, let N(x) denote the
set of neighbors of x in G but not include node x itself.
Considering a pair of nodes, x and y, which are not directly
connected, similarity index methods are defined as:
Common Neighbors (CN).Two nodes are more likely
to have a link if they have many common neighbors. The
simplest measure of this neighborhood overlap is shown as
CB
=
S xy

N (x) ∩ N (y )

1
log k z

(2)

where kx is the degree of node x.
Resource Allocation Index (RA). Common neighbors
could transmit the information from node x to target node
y. In the process, each transmitter equally distributes its
resource to all neighbors and the similarity between x and
y would be defined as the amount of resource y received
from x, which is:
RA
S xy
= ∑ z∈N (x )∩ N (y )

1
kz

(3)

Local Path Index (LP). To provide a good tradeoff of
accuracy and computational complexity, local path index
was introduced with wider horizon than CN. It is defined
as
S LP= A2 + ∈ A3

(4)

In Eq. (4), A is the adjacent matrix of G, ∈ is a free
parameter, LP(x, y) value is the element of the xth row and
the yth column in matrix SLP and presents the possibility of
potential interaction between node x and node y. It has been
proved that LP method would get the best performance
when ∈was assigned as 0.01 [21].
2.3 Extended Local Path (ELP)
In this paper, we proposed Extended Local Path (ELP)
method which improved the LP similarity by adding more
information to each node pair (x, y). ELP included three
terms with the same weight, they were: LP similarity
between node x to each neighbor of node y, LP similarity
between node y to each neighbor of node x, and LP
similarity between each neighbor of node y to each
neighbor of node x respectively, it was defined as:
=
ELP
(x, y )

∑ uv∈∈NN ((yx)), LP(x, v) + LP(y, u ) + LP(u, v)

(5)

According to this definition, it is obvious that ELP
additionally takes neighbors into consideration, not only
the two nodes themselves. Compared with LP method,
ELP increased calculation scope under the assumption that
one interaction could be influenced by more factors.

(1)

Adamic-Adar Index (AA).This index assigns the lessconnected neighbors more weight and improves the
common neighbors model, and it is defined as
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AA
S xy
= ∑ z∈N (x )∩ N (y )

Figure 1 Simple artificial network
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Taking Fig. 1 as an example, when calculating the link
existing probability between indirectly connected nodes A
and B which are joined with the imaginary line, original LP
method (path=3) would score LP(A, B) = 0. However, as
their neighbors connect frequently through the
intermediary node G, it should exist a potential link
intuitively.
2.4 Extended Local Path Gain (ELPG)
Suppose one link deletion would reduce or one link
addition could increase much entire energy of the network,
the link or potential link must play a significant role in the
network, and the decrement (negative) and the increment
(positive) are all defined as gain. In this paper, we used gain
to measure the impact of a non-observed link when adding
it to the network, defined as:
ELPG (x, y ) =
(6)
=
ELP (x, y|status =
1) − ELP(x, y|status =
0)

ELP(x, y|status = 1) referred to the ELP value of node
pair (x, y) after adding a link between them, ELP(x, y|status
= 0) represented the ELP value of node pair (x, y) which
kept original indirectly connected status, and ELPG was
defined to measure the difference between ELP(x, y|status
= 1) and ELP(x, y|status = 0). As ELP was obtained through
their neighbors’ relation and adding one link between two
indirectly connected nodes would change neighbors’ path
characters, thus the change in different status was actually
the neighbors’ relation transformation under the effect of
link. All above, Eq. (6) could reflect significance of the
target nodes pair. Those nodes pairs with higher gain would
be chosen, that is to say, they tended to connect, and their
further connection would be more significant for the
network.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Data Preparation
Considering an undirected and unweight network G<N,
L>, U denoted the upper bound of links set containing all
|N|·(|N| − 1)/2 possible links in the complete connected
network, where |N| denoted the number of elements in set
N, and the set of non-observed links was U – L.
3.1.1 Train and Test Datasets
In order to evaluate our method, we separated data into
two sets: train datasets for constructing method model and
test datasets for assessing the prediction performance of the
model.
In yeast and E. coli PPI network, we used their core
PPI networks as train dataset, and ignored the links that
belonged to full PPI networks but both of their vertexes do
not appear in core PPI nodes set. The rest links in network
are used for test dataset, that is, links in test dataset are the
ones which belonged to full PPI networks and their
vertexes included in core PPI, but the links themselves
were not in core PPI network. The full PPI network has
been defined as G<N, L>, in a similar way, the core full PPI
network was represented as Gcore<Ncore, Lcore>, where Ncore
was the set of nodes and Lcore was the set of links in the core
network. L' was the set of links whose two nodes were all
in Ncore and defined it as L' = L [Ncore]. The test link set was
represented as Ltest = L' − Lcore, as shown in the following
Fig. 2.
Regarding Mouse and Fruit fly data sets, as mentioned
in 2.1.2, we applied our method on their full PPI networks.
To ensure all observations links were used for both training
and testing, we performed 5-fold cross validation.

Figure 2 Train and test dataset for four organisms

3.1.2 Unknown Dataset
To evaluate our method, we analyzed the values of
non-observed links and the links in test dataset which were
known as truly existed. In Yeast and E. coli PPI network,
Tehnički vjesnik 26, 1(2019), 177-182

the unknown dataset was [Ucore − Lcore − Ltest]. Ucore was the
links set containing all |Ncore|·(|Ncore| − 1)/2 possible links in
the core PPI network. For Mouse and Fruit fly, unknown
datasets were (U – L). Detail of each data set is shown in
Tab. 1.
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#Link

#Train_Link Set

#Test_Link Set

#Unknown_Link
Set

Fruit fly
Mouse
E. coli_Core
Yeast_Core

#Node

Table 1 Data size of nodes, links, train links, test links, unknown links for four
organisms

690
581
683
2036

1020
741
1113
4467

816
593
1113
4467

204
148
2964
6869

236685
167749
228826
2060294

3.2 ELP Performance
ELPG was proposed based on the ELP model, so
performance of ELP was the precondition for further
evaluating ELPG. We applied precision curves to evaluate
the overall performance of ELP and other similarity index

methods. After sorting the value obtained by each method
in descending order respectively, the top n links were
selected as prospective ones, and then we examined the
precision curves of each method in their own candidates set.

=
Precision(n) TP(n) / (TP(n) + FP(n))

(7)

where TP(n) was the true positive which indicates the
number of top n observed ordered links correctly predicted,
and FP(n) was the false positive which was the indirectly
connected links incorrectly predicted as true links in the top
n ordered links. For mouse and Fruit fly applying 5-fold
cross validation, precision was the average value. As it
would produce many zero values in CN, RA, AA methods
and in order to avoid zero values disturbing evaluation, we
selected top 1000 links which were almost with non-zero
value in each method. The result was shown as Fig. 3.

Figure 3 Precision curve of each prediction method in Fruit fly, Mouse, Yeast and E. coli

Fig. 3, A), B), C) and D) described the precision curve
of Fruit fly, Mouse, E. coli and Yeast respectively. In these
sub-figures, x-axis presented the top n predicted links and
y-axis was the precision. When compared with CN, RA, AA,
and LP methods, ELP possessed an overall better
performance in four organism PPI networks.
When applied into E. coli and Yeast, one reason for
relative lower precision may be that the proportion between
positive (test) and negative (unknown) links was extremely
unbalanced. The other reason may be that the PPI network
was still far from incomplete as we mentioned, which
would minify test datasets and treat true positive links as
false positive links.
3.3 ELPG Performance
Due to weakness of CN, AA, RA methods and
unbalanced data as aforementioned, we used AUC [22] to
compare and measure the performance of the following
180

methods. The AUC evaluates the algorithm’s performance
according to all the links while the precision only focused
on the n links with the top ranks or the highest scores. AUC
value was approximate to Eq.(8): each time, we randomly
picked a link in test set and another link in unknown set to
compare their scores; if among n independent comparisons,
there were n' comparisons that the test link having a higher
score and n" they had the same score, the AUC value was

AUC =

n' + 0.5n"
n

(8)

AUC value exceeding 0.5 indicated how much better
the algorithm performed than random event. Here we
assigned n as |test set|⁕|unknown set| and compared
thoroughly. When applying 6 different methods on Fruit fly,
Mouse, Yeast and E. coli, the performance was shown as
follows:
Technical Gazette 26, 1(2019), 177-182
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Figure 4 AUC performance of each prediction method in Fruit fly, Mouse, Yeast
and E. coli

In Fig. 4, it is obvious that when comparing with others,
the overall performance of both ELP and ELPG was better.
ELPG was more effective and had higher score than ELP
in Fruit fly, Mouse, E. coli dataset. ELP under AUC
measure was not good enough in Mouse dataset, but it
ranked in the first place in Yeast dataset. It could be found
that the AUC value of CN, AA, RA in all four organisms
tended to be similar because of too many zero and
repeating values which restricted evaluation ability, and LP
was the relatively better method among CN, AA, RA and
LP.
In addition, the superiority of ELPG does not only
limit in AUC performance, but also significance of its
wider calculation range. When analyzing PPI network,
there were lots of isolate connect components which were
difficult for other methods to integrate them into the
network due to unusable common neighbor or infinity path,
but ELPG could overcome such imperfection to some
extent. Taking Fig. 1 as an example, by other methods,
values of certain nodes pair between H or I and {A−G}
would be zero value while their ELPG value was non-zero,
and (G, H) and (G, I) had the highest ELPG score. For Fruit
fly and Mouse, we speculated that the network was
probably spited into several small isolate parts with 5-fold
cross validation as we have observed that these ELPG
values for isolate parts tend to be much higher than the
nodes connecting with hub node, which is consistent with
previous viewpoints [23].
3.4 Weigh Each Measure Using SVM-RFE Method
When evaluating each method, its intrinsic ability for
classifying existing links and unknown links is important.
We used link scores obtained by each method as the
features for classification and evaluated the classification
performance of each feature (i.e. method) by SVM-RFE.
SVM-RFE is one of the most successful wrapper
method based algorithms in the feature ranking. RFE is an
iterative procedure for SVM classifier. Through calculating
cost function DJ(i) as shown below, we iteratively removed
the features with the smallest score. When there was only
one feature left, the iterative process stoped, and finally it
formed a ranking list with weights from high to low.
DJ (i ) =

2

1∂ J
(Dwi ) 2
2 ∂wi2

(9)

This is explained by the Optimal Brain Damage (OBD)
algorithm [24] in which a cost function J computed on
training samples is used as an objective function.
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As the links numbers were not the same in different
organisms, we randomly selected different amount of links
for different organisms to execute SVM-RFE process. In
order to use the experimental data reasonably, we chose
balanced links (samples), which contain an equal amount
of existing links (positive samples) and unknown links
(negative samples). The details are shown in table below.
We selected 5000 positive examples and 5000 negative
examples in yeast, and 2000 positive examples and 2000
negative examples in E. coli. In Mouse, we selected 200
existing links and 200 unknown links, and in Fruit fly, we
selected 500 existing links and 500 unknown ones for each
cross validation. It was demonstrated that the rank lists
were highly conserved as ELP>ELPG>LP>CN>AA>RA in
4 organisms.
Table 2 Rank list obtained by SVM-RFE for four organisms
Data set
Rank list-rank the weight of each method
size
from high to low
Yeast
10000
ELP ELPG LP CN AA RA
E. coli
4000
ELP ELPG LP CN AA RA
Fruit fly
1000
ELP ELPG LP CN AA RA
Mouse
400
ELP ELPG LP CN AA RA

4

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed an ELPG method, which
improved LP method by integrating neighbors’ relationship
of the target protein pairs, and focused on a link’s impact
on its surrounding proteins even the whole network. ELP
possesses an overall better performance in precision, and it
provides a good foundation for ELPG model. Both ELP
and ELPG methods achieved better performance under
Precision and AUC measure than the state-of-the-art
methods when applied to Yeast, E. coli, Fruit fly and Mouse.
Besides, ELP and ELPG were the best two features for
classifying existing links and unknown links in these four
organisms. We expect that the ELPG could serve as a
useful tool not just for predicting PPIs of any organisms,
but also relation recommendation in social network.
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